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Disclaimer
Nature of this document: The purpose of this presentation is to provide general information about
Xanadu Mines Limited (the ‘Company’). Unless otherwise stated herein, the information in this
presentation is based on the Company’s own information and estimates. In attending this
presentation or viewing this document you agree to be bound by the following terms and
conditions.
Not an offer: This presentation is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form
any part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or
subscribe for, any securities in the Company in any jurisdiction. This presentation and its contents
must not be distributed, transmitted or viewed by any person in any jurisdiction where the
distribution, transmission or viewing of this document would be unlawful under the securities or
other laws of that or any other jurisdiction. This presentation is not considered a recommendation
by the Company or any of its affiliates, directors or officers that any recipient invest in the
Company nor does it constitute investment, accounting, financial, legal or tax advice.
Not financial product advice: This presentation does not take into account the individual
investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of each of the Company’s
Shareholders. You may wish to seek independent financial and taxation advice before making any
decision in respect of this presentation. Neither the Company nor any of its related bodies
corporate is licensed to provide financial product advice in respect of the Company’s securities or
any other financial products.
Forward‐looking statements: Certain statements in the presentation are or may be
“forward‐looking statements” and represent the Company’s intentions, projections, expectations
or beliefs concerning, among other things, future operating and exploration results or the
Company’s future performance. These forward-looking statements speak, and the presentation
generally speaks, only at the date hereof. The projections, estimates and beliefs contained in such
forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, and
are necessarily based on assumptions, which may cause the Company’s actual performance and
results in future periods to differ materially from any express or implied estimates or projections.
It is recognised that it is common practice for a company to comment on and discuss its
exploration in terms of target size and type. All statements contained in this presentation by the
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Company which refer to the potential quantity and grade of the target is accompanied by a
detailed explanation of the basis for the statement. The potential quantity and grade for the target
is conceptual in nature and, there has been insufficient exploration to define a mineral resource
and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the determination of a mineral resource.
Disclaimer: No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by the Company that the
material contained in this presentation will be achieved or prove to be correct. Except for statutory
liability which cannot be excluded, each of the Company, its directors, officers, employees,
advisers and agents expressly disclaims any responsibility for the accuracy, fairness, sufficiency or
completeness of the material contained in this presentation, or any opinions or beliefs contained
in this document, and excludes all liability whatsoever (including in negligence) for any loss or
damage which may be suffered by any person as a consequence of any information in this
presentation or any error or omission there from. The Company is under no obligation to update
or keep current the information contained in this presentation or to correct any inaccuracy or
omission which may become apparent, or to furnish any person with any further information,
unless required to do so by law. Any opinions expressed in the presentation are subject to change
without notice. Recipients of this presentation should make their own, independent investigation
and assessment of the Company its business, assets and liabilities, prospects and profits and
losses, as well as the matters covered in this presentation. Independent expert advice should be
sought before any decision based on an assessment of the Company is made.
Unverified information: This presentation may contain information (including information derived
from publicly available sources) that has not been independently verified by the Company.
Drilling Results and JORC: The information in this report relates to the exploration results
previously reported in ASX Announcements which are available on the Xanadu website at
https://www.xanadumines.com/site/investor-centre/asx-announcements. Xanadu is not aware of
any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the ASX
Announcements referenced in the attached slides, and all material assumptions and technical
parameters underpinning the estimates continue to apply and have not materially changed.
Currency: All currencies in this presentation are in Australian dollars unless otherwise stated.
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Why look for gold-rich copper porphyry deposits
What brought us into the Kharmagtai Project
Kharmagtai Exploration History
Kharmagtai Deposit Geology
What worked under cover
Conclusions

Presentation
Why
Look for Outline
Gold-Rich Copper Porphyry Deposits
Cadia - Australia's largest gold deposit

FY2020
Annual Gold Production

843 Koz PA

$

AISC

$US160
per Oz

View of Cadia Valley Operations - http://www.cadiavalley.com.au/site/index.cfm?module=PHOTOS&current_category_code=11804
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What brought Xanadu to Mongolia
Significant untapped potential

Good hunting - Elephants abound
Paucity of exploration

(Russian/Mongolian and IMMI)

Ease of exploration

Flat, no trees, fences, very few people

Cost effective

High quality service providers and expl costs
an order of magnitude less than many other
prospective jurisdictions

Ability to develop mines quickly
Oyu Tolgoi discovered 2001
Commercial Production 2013
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Why did Xanadu Acquire Kharmagtai?
What were the key drivers for acquisition
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Why did Xanadu Acquire Kharmagtai?
Kharmagtai is a district scale project - porphyries form in clusters
North Parkes, NSW, Australia
Cadia-Ridgeway, NSW, Australia
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Kharmagtai, South Gobi, Mongolia

Why did Xanadu Acquire Kharmagtai?
Three outcropping porphyries with large-scale upside potential

Enough drilling to compile an open pit resource and significant upside potential

KHDDH240 – 96m @ 4 g/t Au
& 0.94 % Cu from 46m
KHDDH259 – 203m @ 2.36g/t Au
& 0.82% Cu from 3m
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KHDDH008 – 104m@ 4.3 g/t Au
& 0.52 % Cu from 6m

Why did Xanadu Acquire Kharmagtai
High-grade zones suggest potential

1 cm

Laminated quartz-bornite-chalcopyrite veins (Stockwork Hill): 2 m @ 13.6 g/t Au & 2.92% Cu
1 cm
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Quartz-bornite-chalcopyrite veins (Stockwork Hill): 2 m @ 12.3 g/t Au & 3.7% Cu

Episodic Exploration History
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
1960-1978

1979-1990

1. Mongolian and Russian
Exploration

2. No Work Conducted

1991-1996

3. JICA &
MMAJ

1997-2001

2001-2007

2008-2012

4. QGX

5. IMMI

6. AGC

1. Joint Mongolian and Russian exploration discovered the outcropping Stockwork Hill and White Hill Deposits

2014- now
7. XAM

2013-2014

2. Japanese groups are invited to explore in the Southern Gobi, Kharmagtai is re-identified as a potential porphyry target
3. Canadian company Quincunx explore for replacement style gold at Kharmagtai and drill several holes into Stockwork Hill
4. Ivanhoe Mines earn into Kharmagtai and undertake resource style drilling at Stockwork Hill and White Hill. Copper Hill is discovered and drilled at close spacings.
Oyu Tolgoi is found and Kharmagtai work is downsized while resources are channeled to advance Oyu Tolgoi
5. Kharmagtai is transferred to Asia Gold, a subsidiary of Ivanhoe Mines while Oyu Tolgoi progresses towards development
6. Turquoise Hill acquires Ivanhoe Mines and sells all of Ivanhoe’s non-core assets, including Kharmagtai
7. Xanadu Mines purchase Kharmagtai from Turquoise Hill, estimate a JORC compliant resource for the Kharmagtai Deposit and set about expanding these resources and discovering
additional porphyries under shallow cover
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Exploration History

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Quincunx (QGX) 1997 - 2001
Ivanhoe Mines Mongolia (2001- 2007)
Asia Gold (2007-2012)
Rio-TRQ (2012-2014)
Xanadu Mines (2015 to present)

Lay of the Land – KH Mining Lease (9km by 7km)
Volcanic
Siltstones
Diorite to
Monzodiorite
intrusives
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Shallow Cover

Volcanic Sandstones

Exploration History – QGX 1997 - 2001
Early district – scale exploration

Outcrop throughout the Kharmagtai district is sparse
QGX
– 5.65km trenching
– 9.08km DDH drilling
– 2,100 rock chip samples
– 1,000 soil samples

KHDDH97-12 First high-grade discovery CH

74m @ 3g/t Au and 1.97% Cu
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KHDD97-01 First high-grade discovery SH

43m 1.89g/t Au and 0.58% Cu

Xanadu Mines – Exploration Summary Quincunx
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Exploration History
The Ivanhoe Years 2002-2004

IMMI - 34km trenching
- 24.5km RC drilling
- 52.8km DDH drilling
- 3147 rock chip samples
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Exploration History
The Ivanhoe Years 2002-2004

RC Drilling at minus 38° C: January 2003
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration Summary Ivanhoe Mines
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Exploration History – The Ivanhoe Years
Reliance on Geophysics Undercover

•
•
•
•
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Majority of focus was on outcropping porphyries.
Drilling focused on magnetics and undercover
Strongly influenced by previous geophysical models for typical (South American) porphyries
Geophysics is easy – simplifies complex geology

Exploration History – The Ivanhoe Years
Oyu Tolgoi Discovered

In late 2002 early 2003 drilling resources were being sent south from
Kharmagtai to expand the drill out at Oyu Tolgoi
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Episodic Exploration History
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Exploration

2. No Work Conducted

1991-1996

3. JICA &
MMAJ

1997-2001

2001-2007

2008-2012

4. QGX

5. IMMI

6. AGC

1. Joint Mongolian and Russian exploration discovered the outcropping Stockwork Hill and White Hill Deposits

2014- now
7. XAM

2013-2014

2. Japanese groups are invited to explore in the Southern Gobi, Kharmagtai is re-identified as a potential porphyry target
3. Canadian company Quincunx explore for replacement style gold at Kharmagtai and drill several holes into Stockwork Hill
4. Ivanhoe Mines earn into Kharmagtai and undertake resource style drilling at Stockwork Hill and White Hill. Copper Hill is discovered and drilled at close spacings.
Oyu Tolgoi is found and Kharmagtai work is downsized while resources are channeled to advance Oyu Tolgoi
5. Kharmagtai is transferred to Asia Gold, a subsidiary of Ivanhoe Mines while Oyu Tolgoi progresses towards development
6. Turquoise Hill acquires Ivanhoe Mines and sells all of Ivanhoe’s non-core assets, including Kharmagtai
7. Xanadu Mines purchase Kharmagtai from Turquoise Hill, estimate a JORC compliant resource for the Kharmagtai Deposit and set about expanding these resources and discovering
additional porphyries under shallow cover
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration Summary - Asia Gold
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History XAM 2015
First JORC resource estimate

A JORC 2012 compliant resource was released for the
three previously discovered porphyry deposits at
Kharmagtai in April 2015
See ASX announcement dated 19 March 2015 “Kharmagtai
Maiden JORC Resource” for full details of resource estimation
methodology and attributions. Note: All figures may not sum
exactly due to rounding.
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Period of Rethinking
Clear exploration upside below historical drilling
Tourmaline crackle breccia
massive chalcopyrite-pyritetourmaline :
KHDDH275 – 367.2m (2m
interval) @ 2.13% Cu &
0.22g/t Au

Tourmaline jigsaw breccia
tourmaline-chalcopyritepyrite:
KHDDH275 – 368.5m (2m
interval) @ 4.05% Cu &
0.59g/t Au

Tourmaline crackle breccia
tourmaline-pyritechalcopyrite:
KHDDH275 – 578.5m (2m
interval) @ 0.43% Cu &
0.32g/t Au
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Tourmaline crackle breccia
tourmaline-pyritechalcopyrite:
KHDDH253 – 409m (2m
interval) @ 0.45% Cu &
0.04g/t Au

Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Where are the next porphyry centres?
Used existing deposit physical properties (drilling
assay, density and mag-sus)
Compared each deposits grade properties to the
3D geophysics and defined the geophysical
properties of mineralisation
Queried the rest of 3D geophysical models for
areas with the same magnetic and IP parameters
as known mineralisation
Defined 63 targets for drilling
Top 14 targets were drilled
No significant intercepts drilled
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Exploration History
Needed geology and geochemistry beneath shallow cover
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Fallen into same trap – missing the link of geology and geochemistry
System was far to complex to be unlocked by geophysics alone
Got us into the ballpark but we needed solid vectors
Change in strategy required
Planned to obtain pattern geology and geochemistry across entire lease
No aircore or RAB in Mongolia, negotiated a very cheap rate for DDH tails on rotary mud
DDH provided vein densities, alteration in context, ALM logging, ASD, SG, Mag-sus etc
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Used low detection limit Geochem
Expected to need to use porphyry footprint
vectors to define targets at depth
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664 PCD holes 26,136.6 metres

Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Porphyries outcropping at basement surface
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Mineralisation continued undercover

modified after Halley et al, 2015.
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Level of Erosion was ideal

Erosion

modified after Halley et al, 2015.
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Geochem holes drilling directly into new porphyries

modified after Halley et al, 2015.
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Geochemistry telling us whole systems preserved

modified after Halley et al, 2015.
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Potentially a very large system at depth

modified after Halley et al, 2015.
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Golden Eagle Discovery – first target hit
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
Golden Eagle discovery

53

35
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
UST’s define the tops of system at Golden Eagle
FOV 11.3cm KHDDH398 @ 71.8m.

FOV 2.5cm KHDDH401 @ 71.2m.
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FOV 13.5cm KHDDH401 @ 72m.

Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
• Still struggling with complex geology
• Complex structure
• Multiple very similar intrusive
phases
• Complex overprinting alteration
• Needed a way to differentiate
intrusive phases and consistently log
and map
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History
• Consistent geology defined across lease between drilling and
mapping
• Intrusive paragenesis finally (mostly) understood
• Relationships between structure, intrusives and mineralisation
• It’s a wall rock deposit
• Highest grades are late
• These observations led to new discoveries
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Xanadu Mines - Exploration History – New Discoveries

Zaraa discovery – ALM relog giving solid vectors from previous drilling; ASD Data clearly highlights direction to core
of mineralisation; First hole into Zaraa drills almost 1km of mineralisation and ends still inside the mineral system
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration History – New Discoveries
White Hill

•
•
•
•
•

KHDDH419

Stockwork Hill

High-gold bornite mineralisation
Understanding of structure
Recognition of slip vectors and markers Copper Hill
Estimate movement sense on key faults
Predict offset zones of mineralisation

First hole - KHDDH419
224m @ 1.08g/t Au & 0.47% Cu
Including – 86m @ 1.98g/t Au & 0.78% Cu
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eAu
>2.0 g/t
1.5-2.0 g/t
1.0-1.5 g/t

Looking west

Kharmagtai Porphyry Cu – Au District
Bornite gold-rich porphyry mineralisation
KHDDH559B – 697.7m
(2m interval) @ 5.41% Cu
& 13.0g/t Au

KHDDH559B – 673.6m
(2m interval) @ 1.63%
Cu & 4.05g/t Au
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KHDDH563 – 714.95m
(2m interval) @ 3.45%
Cu & 15.75g/t Au

KHDDH559B – 700.2m
(2m interval) @ 2.1% Cu
& 7.46g/t Au

KHDDH559B – 698.4m
(2m interval) @ 5.41% Cu
& 13.0g/t Au

KHDDH563 – 710.25m
(2m interval) @ 1.59% Cu
& 4.27g/t Au

Kharmagtai Porphyry Cu – Au District
Bornite gold-rich porphyry mineralisation

KHDDH559B – 673.6m (2m interval) @ 1.63% Cu & 4.05g/t Au
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Kharmagtai Porphyry Cu – Au District
Bornite gold-rich porphyry mineralisation
KHDDH559B – 697.7m (2m interval) @ 5.41% Cu & 13.0g/t Au
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Kharmagtai Porphyry Cu – Au District
Bornite gold-rich porphyry mineralisation
KHDDH559B – 700.2m (2m interval) @ 2.1% Cu & 7.46g/t Au
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Xanadu Mines – Exploration Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Doubled resource from 2015 to 2018
249% increase in contained gold and
400% increase in contained Cu
Likely to double again by EOY 2021
Added one new large scale deposit Zaraa
Four new porphyry centres
High-grade extensions to Stockwork Hill
Potential repeat of this as well
Numerous additional shallow targets to
be tested

Factors in Exploration Success
Pattern geochemistry and geology

• Provided detailed geology – vein densities, alteration patterns
• Provided high quality geochemistry (low detection limit and DDH vs RAB/AC/RC)
• Provided quality ASD data
• Provided geophysical data to constrain 3D geophysical models with (Magsus/SG)
All this still not enough. Understanding the geology is the key
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Deposit Scale Geology
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Deposit Scale Geology – Host Volcanics

Sandstone (SLT) : Grey brown to grey green fine grained sediments. Rarely crosscutting
A+B and M veins and strong to moderate secondary magnetite alteration

Siltstone (SLT) : Silty to fine grained sediments. Massive with rare planar bedding.
Crosscutting porphyry A+B and M veining in proximity to mineralizing phase
porphyries. Rarely shows albite alteration, possibly replacing earlier potassic Kfeldspar alteration.
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Deposit Scale Geology – Early Intrusive

Diorite porphyry (CRP) : Porphyritic textured diorite. Rounded, embayed plagioclase
phenocryst to 2mm with resorbed rims in a grey aphanitic 60% groundmass. Rare fresh
hornblende phenocryst.

Diorite (CRD) : Equigranular, fine to medium grained diorite. Strong to intensely altered near
porphyry center. Fine to medium grained (0.5-1.1mm) phenocrysts of anhedral to subhedral
plagioclase and hornblende make up to 70% of the rock.
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Deposit Scale Geology – Inter mineral Intrusive

Diorite-phase 1 (P1) : Medium grained equigranular to weakly porphyritic diorite. Composed of
moderately abundant approximately 55% phenocrysts (hornblende-plagioclase-amphibole) in finegrained groundmass. Crosscut by stockwork A+B type porphyry veins.

Diorite-phase 2 (P2) : Medium grained and equigranular diorite. Igneous texture moderately to well
preserved and texture where 55% of the rock are phenocrysts (0.7-2.0 mm) of plagioclase and
hornblende. Sheeted B and M type porphyry veining.
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Deposit Scale Geology – Late Intrusives

Diorite-phase 4 (P4) : Fine grained diorite. Hornblendes typically poikilitic with inclusions of
plagioclase. Rare books of primary biotite. Horblendes fresh with rarely only very weak
chlorite alteration.

Post mineral sill (PMS/P5) : Crowded texture, Approximately 60% plagioclase with partially
resorbed rims. Groundmass predominately of fine hornblendes. Where intersected typically
shows albite+epidote alteration of the plagioclase with moderate hematite dusting.
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Deposit Scale Geology

Mostly standard porphyry vein sequence
Difference is majority of Au and Cu is late
C vein event rather than B vein event
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Mineralisation is Late & Associated with C veins
Thick laminated quartz-bornite-chalcopyrite veins (Stockwork Hill): 2 m @ 13.6 g/t Au & 2.92% Cu

Coarse bornite and
chalcopyrite
1 cm
1 cm

Laminated chalcopyrite
vein
Quartz-bornite-chalcopyrite veins (Stockwork Hill): 2 m @ 12.3 g/t Au & 3.7% Cu
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Tourmaline Breccia Timing Similar to C-vein Event
2m interval (418m to 420m) that assayed 2.13 g/t Au & 2.86% Cu

Massive chalcopyrite
K‐feldspar, biotite,
hematite (reddening)

Vein clast

1 cm

Mineralised
clast

2m interval (414m to 416m) that assayed 3.44 g/t Au & 5.16% Cu
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1 cm

Deposit Scale Geology
Both B and C vein events are
controlled by low angle faults
Multiple reactivations
Faults control high grade
mineralisation
Veining is zoned around these faults
Wall rock deposit rather than
traditional porphyry
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So where is the OT Sized System? Deposit Linked at Depth
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Deep Seated Gravity Points to Larger Chamber at Depth
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Geochemistry Points to Larger System at Depth
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Architecture of South Gobi Porphyry Systems
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A Lot Further to go at Kharmagtai
High-grade porphyries continue at depth
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A Lot Further to go at Kharmagtai
MULTIPLE PORPHYRY PHASES AT KHARMAGTAI
Common in porphyry camps & can be world-class
Main copper-gold mineralisation is late in the porphyry mineralisation

STRUCTURALLY CONTROLLED HIGH-GRADE TBX
Typically occur in clusters – multiple deposits

MUCH BIGGER SYSTEM THEN PREVIOUSLY UNDERSTOOD
Despite 20 years of exploration

BLIND MAGMATIC SOURCE

Which is still out there and needs to be found
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Factors in Exploration Success

1.Build a diverse geological team – challenge each other
2.Evolving understanding of alteration & mineralisation distribution and zonation
3.Choosing the right consultants is key – get them involved early
4.Collect data systematically - recognition of distribution of intrusive phases &
mineralisation
5.Detailed exploration models that integrate the range of features of the
significant systems will increase the probability of success in this emerging
province
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The next tool in the exploration tool kit
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The next tool in the tool kit - Boxscan
SYSTEMATIC LOGGING OF KEY FEATURES
Build Machine Learning Logging
Alteration, rock-type, vein densities, sulphide
species and distribution
Build RQD-GeoMet models to de-risk and save $
Know where you are in a mineral system in real
time
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